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Abstract

This report outlines the development of the
control software used with the bioloid robots
in the Humanoid Olympics subject. The Hu-
manoid Olympics entails a competition be-
tween 2 teams, whereby both teams are pro-
vided with identical hardware of small ”bi-
oloid” robots, and they must compete against
each other in 3 events: running race, stair
climbing and fighting. This software pre-
sented in this report won the Humanoid
Olympics at TU Munich in Summer Semester
2012.

A description of kinematics and how they ap-
ply to the bioloid are given. The software ar-
chitecture is also discussed providing in de-
tailed structure and justifications. A number
of robot capabilities were developed for the
robot, namely walking, turning, side step-
ping, getting up, stair climbing, punching
and kicking. The design of these movements
will also be discussed in detail.

1. Introduction

1.1. Kinematic functions

Robots consist of many moving parts which move-
ments are caused by joints. There are two spaces in
which robot can be therefore described. These are:
joint space and cartesian space. The first one describes
position of the robot completely by giving the position
of all its joints, therefore it is often multidimensional
space with as many dimensions as joints. Cartesian
space describes the position of the end-effector in six
degrees of freedom, three of them being responsible for
position and three for rotation. However, this descrip-
tion can be ambiguous since any part of a robot, its

.

Figure 1. A bioloid robot, showing all 18 joints

arm for example, can consist of redundant joints. A
possible example that illustrates this problem is when
a robot can move its elbow while keeping hand in the
same pose.

Mapping between these two spaces can be done
through Kinematic Function.

1.2. DH Parameters

Denavit-Hartenberg parameters define the standard
way to introduce connection between joint space of
the robot and the cartesian space of its parts. It is
a convention that shows how to define frames of ref-
erence for the robot. In this convention, coordinate
frames are attached to the joints between two links
such that one transformation is associated with the
joint, and the second is associated with the link. The
coordinate transformations along a robot consisting of
n links form the kinematics equations of the robot.
The whole transformation can be described in this case
using four parameters for each joint of the robot, be-
ing: rotation around X axis, translation along X axis,
rotation around Z axis and translation along Z axis.
By using these parameters and following the Denavit-
Hartenberg convention kinematics of the robot can be
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of DH parameters for
exemplary part of the robot. There are four parameters:
translation in x(a), rotation in x(α), translation in z(d) and
rotation in z(θ)

fully defined.

1.3. Description of the robot

The Bioloid robot may be described according to DH
Parameters. The coordinate systems for all joints were
determined using DH parameters and recorded into
the Unified Robot Description Format (URDF)1 file
which is the most convenient way to present the struc-
ture of the robot in ROS. In the figure number 3 above
mentioned URDF is depicted. All of the kinematics of
the robot in the system are derived from this URDF
file, meaning that it could easily support a robot of
different mechanical structure without modification.

1.4. Inverse Kinematics

Forward Kinematics is the process of taking a robot
state, as described by all the individual joint positions,
and calculating positions of joints and end effectors in
cartesian coordinates with respect to some base frame.
Inverse Kinematics is exactly the opposite: taking a
pose in cartesian coordinates and calculating possible
solution(s) in terms of joint configurations in order to
obtain this pose.

The bioloid used in this project has only 3 joints per
arm, meaning it is fairly trivial to control them in joint
space. However the legs have 6 joints each, allowing

1http://www.ros.org/wiki/urdf

Figure 3. Coordinate frames of the bioloid.

more degrees of freedom, but also introducing much
more complexity, and therefore require a better con-
trol strategy. Inverse kinematics allow a more intu-
itive control of the legs and reduce the complexity of
generating leg configurations. This is especially suited
for actions such as walking, as it is desired to main-
tain such constraints as keeping the foot parallel to
the ground (maintaining orientation). Whilst this is
rather complex in joint space, and any single joint will
affect the orientation, this is simple in cartesian space,
as only a translation needs to be applied to the foot.
Therefore is was considered an essential requirement
of the software to provide inverse kinematics.

By controlling the legs in cartesian space, this allowed
easy parametrisation of actions, such as step height
and step length of the walk. This then allowed the
walk to be easily extended to other actions such as
side stepping or stair climbing.

The inverse kinematics can be calculated using nu-
merical methods. A mapping between joint space and
cartesian space can be represented using the Jacobian,
that is the partial derivatives of cartesian coordiantes
with respect to robot joint angles. (See equation 1,2).
The library selected for inverse kinematics calcultions
(ROS package arm kinematics) uses such a numeri-
cal method and is rather computationally expensive.
Therefore the software was designed such that all in-
verse kinematics could be pre-calculated at startup
and therefore not done at runtime.

ẋ = J(θ)θ̇ (1)

θ̇ = J(θ)−1ẋ (2)
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Figure 4. Class diagram of Bioloid Master package

2. Software Architecture

2.1. Overview

The Framework to control the bioloids was developed
using the Robot Operating System (ROS). This al-
lowed easy interface to existing libraries to calculate
inverse kinematics. It also aided in the design by al-
lowing hardware specific code to be abstracted away
from non robot specific code by breaking them into
different ROS packages, which can then communicate
via ROS topics. It also means the code can be easily
published to the open source community.

There are four main components to the core software
structure: Bioloid Interface, Bioloid Master, Anima-
tor and Frame Builder. Bioloid Interface is hardware
specific code that forms the bridge between general
robot control and the bioloid itself. Bioloid Master
handles the ROS communication with bioloid interface
and provides some error checking based on the feed-
back from the motors. Frame Builder allows sets of
’frames’ to be created, whereby a frame describes the
entire state of the robot for one step of a movement.
Animator ’plays’ these frames to bioloid master, also
providing functionality to control speed of joints.

2.2. Bioloid Interface

Bioloid Interface contains code specific to the bioloid
hardware, and is encapsulated in its own node. It is
responsible for communicating with the motors of the
bioloid via a 1 wire i2c interface, which is connected
to the computer with a usb adapter. This commu-
nication is achieved by using c libraries provided for
this hardware. Bioloid interface makes the bridge to

other ROS nodes by listening for jointstate commands
via a ROS topic, and determines which motors to send
commands by reading the ’name’ field of the jointstate
data structure, and uses a mapping to map this name
to a joint number. This means only the joints that
need to be changed need to be published to the ros
topic that bioloid interface listens to.

Bioloid interface contains parameters for the joint-
name mapping as described above, as well as joint
offsets, and if it is simulator mode. Simulator mode
simple disables communication with the hardware.

2.3. Bioloid Master

Bioloid master provides an interface between the rest
of the controlling application and the hardware. It is
designed to be non hardware specific, so it should work
with other types of robots. Bioloid master moniters
and keeps the robot state based on data that bi-
oloid interface publishes. The main functionality of
bioloid master is sendControlCommand, where it takes
a jointstate command (vector of joint positions) and
sends it to bioloid interface. It can also use motor po-
sition or effort as feedback to determine if the joint
command was successful or not, and can also block on
these conditions - meaning it will force the program to
wait on sending a new command before the first one
is finished.

Bioloid master also provides some functionality to for-
mat jointstate data, add jointstates together, and some
basic keyboard control in cartesian or joint space.
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2.4. Frame Builder

As this framework was being developed, it was soon
discovered while trying to create more complex move-
ments, such as stair climbing, that it very was helpful
to be able to move to any pre-programmed robot pose,
and to have full visibility of joint and cartesian param-
eters, for every step of a robot action. To deal with
this requirement the ’frame’ based implementation was
formulated - a form of state machine that allows defi-
nition ’frames’ - robots poses in cartesian and or joint
space and allows arbitrary selection frames for sending
to the robot. This design choice allows easier debug-
ging, but also added flexibility - frames can be copied
and reused in other movements.

The frame builder class provides most of the function-
ality for creating robot movements. For a given action,
one would need to define a set of frames using cartesian
and or joint space. For walking or stair climbing for
instance, the poses of the feet would be define in the
global coordinate frame. The frame builder class also
had inverse kinematic funtionality, by making rosser-
vice calls to arm kinematics ros package, to convert
the poses of the feet to joint states. These calcula-
tions would typically be performed at start up and
the jointstate solutions stored in the framebuilder data
structure, such that inverse kinematics would not need
to be calculated at run time.

Following the calculation of the joint states for ev-
ery frame, the frame builder class ensures that all the
joints will reach the new position at the same time
by normalising their speed limits. The reference for
the normalization is the distance the joint that needs
to move the most has to travel. The time to reach
the new position is also calculated and saved together
with the frame so that it may be used as delay value at
run time. Optionally, the frame builder may add arm
movements to each frame to help balance the robot,
in the case the frames do not contain any special arm
movements already.

In order to add a new robot movement, a new class for
this movement would be created by extending frame
builder, and frames would be coded into this new class.

2.5. Animator

As described above the frame builder allows definition
of individual frames for a robot action. However these
frames need to somehow be communicated with bioloid
master. Animator is this link. It takes the joint states
from a frame set, and calls sendControlCommand from
bioloid master with this data. The animator object re-
ceives keyboard commands from the keyboard reader

node and, based on the implemented logic, plays the
frame sets assigned to various keys. It ensures a safe
transfer from one frame set to the other, by complet-
ing any movement up to a stable robot position. Some
frame sets are allowed to interrupt the progress of oth-
ers, such as the ’get up’ moves.

As frames within a set are accompanied by a descrip-
tion of their ’type’, the animator can distinguish be-
tween three parts of a movement contained in that set.
The first is the initial phase which starts the movement
from a neutral position and ends with the first position
of the next phase, the loop phase. This phase is con-
structed such that it performs a movement that can be
looped by jumping from its last to its first frame. The
final phase helps the robot get into a neutral position
again starting with the last position of the loop phase.

An example of such a movement is the two step walk
sequence. The robot starts with its feet side by side,
the initial phase makes the robot take a step forward.
The loop phase begins when one of the robot’s feet is in
front of the other and executes two steps forwards, one
with each leg, bringing the robot in the same position
the loop started with. If the movement sequence is to
be aborted (the robot is commanded to stop or execute
a different movement) then, following the last cycle of
the loop phase, the final phase is then played, bringing
the rear foot next to the front, thus returning the robot
in the neutral position.

It should be noted that, due to the way frames be-
tween different phases are set up, it is possible to play
the entire sequence while skipping the loop phase com-
pletely. In the case of the walking frame set this results
in a movement where the robot takes a step forward
and then brings the rear foot next to the front imme-
diately. By repeatedly using the frame set in this way,
the robot can walk by taking one step at a time, but al-
ways starting with the same foot, resulting in a slower
but more precise movement (useful for approaching the
stairs). One very important note is that these phases
are optional when building a new movement sequence,
which means any of them can be left out. This fea-
ture was considered because not all movements can be
performed in a loop and many do not need an initial
part.

The animator class handles its frame sets in a way that
eases the implementation of new movements. Frame
sets are stored in a vector and can be easily added via a
member function. Each frame set is accompanied by a
set name so it can be searched for, allowing easy access
to a specific set amongst a group despite an arbitrary
load order of each set. This simplifies the structure
of the control process responsible for swapping sets as
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Figure 5. ROS node communication

dictated by user commands.

Figure 6. Overall program flow describing the entire pro-
cess from defining Cartesian movements to physically mov-
ing the robot

2.6. ROS node design

A diagram of the ROS nodes can be seen in fig 5 Due
to the highly modular design of the framework, very
little code needs to be added to define new robot move-
ments. Therefore different actions were not abstracted
out into different ros nodes, and all code to generate
joint space commands is all run in the same node. The
keyboard controller is run in a separate node, as this
has to run as a separate process. It is also useful for
debugging, any class can easily receive commands from
this keyboard node by adding a keyboard subscriber
to the constructor. The bioloid interface also runs as a
separate node to separate hardware specific code from
general robot control code.

2.7. GUI

A Graphical User Interface was also developed for the
robot in order to determine joint limits, calibrate the
robot, and test certain robot poses (is it reachable, is
it stable etc).

The GUI consisted of sliders for each robot joint that

both show the current robot position and allow con-
trol of the joints. The values of joint positions are
also displayed. This app can obtain the maximum and
minimum joint positions by driving all joints as far as
possible in both directions. The motion is restricted by
robot self collisions, and therefore the application just
needs to record the maximum and minimum positions
reached by all joints.

3. Robot Capabilities

The motors can be turned off individually allowing
manual movement. This feature makes it easy to set
the robot in any desired ’home’ position so that the
raw servo values may be used as offset for the ’zero’
position. Ideally, the user would turn each motor off,
by turn, then set it to the desired position and turn it
back on. In this way, any motors already set will not
be moved by accident.

The application makes use of the Qt framework and
requires the apropriate ROS package. It is designed to
communicate directly with the Bioloid Interface pack-
age via ROS topics. To maintain a low responce time
to user interaction, the GUI elements and main win-
dow are controlled by a separate thread than the one
handling ROS communications and performing calcu-
lations. The sliders used to control the joint posi-
tion are automatically updated to reflect the current
state each time new robot data is available. Joints are

Figure 7. Bioloid GUI
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Figure 8. Walking Sequece

grouped to reflect to which arm or leg they belong to
and are identifiable by their actual name (used in ROS
communication) prefixed by their position in the joint
vector.

Following the implementation of the frame-oriented
framework, several moves have been created using
the frame building system and keyboard controls have
been linked to them in the Animator class. The first
three sets of movements, namely walking, climbing
and the fight moves were implemented first and are
a requirement of the project. Along side of them sev-
eral others were implemented. These movements were
added in an effort to increase the mobility of the robot
by allowing it to navigate towards a goal or to maneu-
ver around obstacles.

3.1. Walking

To achieve walking, a set of simple movements avail-
able to the robot, such as leaning or raising feet have
been combined together. The walk frame set contains
an initial, a loop and a final phase. The figure below
depicts each of the phases and their progression. The
rectangles represent the robot’s feet and their color
shows the weight distribution (torso lean). Dark grey
means the body weight is supported by the respective
leg, light grey means the weight is distributed equally
on both legs and white means the leg is not support-
ing the body at all and was lifted / moved above the
floor level. The arrows show which transition includes
actual foot movement relative to the ground.

The most important component is the shifting of
the weight on one leg to allow the other to be
raised/moved. The main strategy is to rotate the torso
to the side around the hip of the leg that is supposed
to support the robot. In order to build enough mo-
mentum to overcome the weight of the torso that is
fighting against the rotation, the non-supporting leg
has to extend to flip the torso sideways.

Figure 9. Leaning

Figure 10. Leaning

As shown in the above figure, the length the helping
leg has to reach is a function of the initial length, the
distance between the hips and the lean angle. Because
movements that tilt the torso result in building great
momentum, it is preferred to keep the leaning angle
at the lowest value possible. To further minimize this
value, arms can be used to shift the center of mass
of the upper body and bring it further to the side to
be exactly above the supporting leg. The following
picture shows the robot leaning to the left and raising
the right foot. The left arm is extended sideways to
keep the torso balanced despite the low value of the
leaning angle (aproximately 20).

3.2. Turning

The ’turn in place’ movement was implemented for
two main reasons. The first is that, while the walking
movement should maintain a straight line, in practice,
the robot turns slightly in an arbitrary direction due
to lack of good traction. Over longer distances, this
trajectory error builds up and the robot misses its goal
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(estimated 3 cm offset for every meter). The second is
that it adds a higher degree of mobility than the alter-
native required for complex movement path, namely,
turning while walking. Not only does turning in place
allow for sharper (albeit slower) turns, but the im-
plementation effort is also considerably less than the
one required for turning while walking. It resumes to
adding a new movement, highly based on the leaning
and raising a foot moves from the walking movement
and applying a rotation movement before setting them
down. Turning while walking would have required the
modification (or duplication) of the walking movement
so that key frames allow an optional rotation applied
to the foot currently in the air and moving.

3.3. Getting up

Despite the numerous levels of improvement towards
complete stability, the robot occasionally falls while
moving. As such, a set of ’get up’ moves comple-
ments this effort by allowing the robot to recover from
falls. Two movements were implemented, for the cases
where the robot has fallen on its back or front. The
general strategy here is to bring the legs and torso to-
gether for a smaller overal profile and use the arms to
roll or push itself into a position where the legs are un-
der the torso, in a crouching position. From there on,
the robot can extend its legs to stand straight while
using its arms for balance.

3.4. Kungfu

The fighting moves include a basic stance, two types of
punches and a kick. They are meant to be used while
facing the target sideways with the right side towards
the target. The logic behind this sideways fighting
stance is to reduce the profile that can be attacked,
allow high manoeuvrability using side stepping and an
increased reach with the kicking moving.

The flexibility of the frame builder framework allowes
control of the legs via Inverse Kinematics and con-
trol of the arms in joint space to be combined in each
frame. In addition, a movement frame set was imple-
mented to complement the fighting moves by allowing
side stepping. This means the robot can advance to-
wards the target as well as move away from it. Turning
in place is also usable with the fighting stance.

The robot was able to perform punches, upper cuts
and kicks. Kicks were made possible by balancing on
one leg and one arm.

Figure 11. Robot performing upper cut. Note the robot
attacks to the side

3.5. Stair climbing

Stair climbing was the most difficult task, as balancing
was more difficult than walking and the motors were
pushed to the limit to elevate the robot. As a starting
point the same approach as walking was taken for stair
climbing, however instead of lowering the front foot
back to the floor, it was lowered to the step height.
With the first implementation several severe problems
were encountered. Using the walk code meant that the
robot would be leaning away from the forward foot,
and the forward foot would be higher than the back
foot. This is shown in figure 12. This is a rather
unstable position.

Figure 12. View of the robot with the foot lifted onto the
next step. Note that the robot is leaning towards the left
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After successfully landing the front foot on the next
step, the robot then had to transfer the weight from
the back foot to front foot (as per walking). However
the execution of such is where the movement differed
from walking and proved to be the most difficult part.
With walking, where the robot simply needed to move
the center of mass forward and across to the forward
foot (X and Y directions), the robot now needed to
move across and up (+Z) simultaneously.

Various hip shifting strategies were tried out to try
and accomplish this step, however it was impossible
to execute this manoeuvre, especially considering the
unstable position of the robot (as per fig 12).

The final solution was determined by looking towards
human behaviour. When a human goes up stairs the
foot is not lifted directly off the ground rather it is
angled forward and support is obtained from the ball
of the foot. This provided a solid transition for moving
between steps. Fig. 13 shows how the robot rotates
its ankle to obtain this extra support.

Figure 13. Robot standing on the tip of its toe for shifting
the weight in stairclimbing.

4. Conclusion

4.1. General difficulties

Mechanical During the developement massive differ-
ences of every single robot was observed. Different
robots would show different behaviour for exactly
the same code. This is largely due to the mechan-
ical design of the robots. The robots would often
loose fasteners when they fell over during test-
ing/development. Further on, the robots weren’t

symmetrical. For example walking starting first
with the left leg behaves differently to when start-
ing with the right foot first.

Electrical The inbuild DC motors of the robot over-
heat and give out after a short time if put under
too high load. This would happen for instance
when the robot was too slow to shift its weight
and the weight would remain too long on one leg.

Due to the lack of any torque sensors and general
dynamic feedback it was not possible to control
the robot with feedback to correct any error, such
as leaning too far over to step.

Software The entirety of inverse kinematics was not
implemented, namely Nullspace Mapping, which
can provide a good solution for inverse kinematics
when multiple solutions are possible.

4.2. Achievements

Framework A highly modular software architecture
to control a robot was developed. A robot descrip-
tion file (URDF) for the bioloid robot was dter-
mined using DH conventions in order to do kine-
matic calculations, however the software is able
to deal with other robots by changing this URDF
file.

The framework allows easy creation and debug-
ging of robot movements through the use of a
frame based movement system, whereby a set of
frames correspond to a sequence of robot config-
urations. A frame may be defined in cartesian
and/or joint space.

Movements We extended our basic requirements of
walking, stair climbing and fighting to some ad-
ditional movements such as standing-up, turning
and side-stepping.

With the aid of inverse kinematics a fast,
stable and relatively natural walk was devel-
oped. Based on walking stable stair-climbing was
also achieved. All walking movements can be
parametrized on step-height and step-size. Stabi-
lization of all stepping movements was aided with
the movement of the arms.

GUI A GUI was developed in order to easily read
out joint angles from the robot. This enabled
simple configuration, calibration and debugging
of the robot movements.

WINNERS : This software won the Humanoid
Olympics competition in Summer Semester 2012
in all 3 categories: walking, stair climbing and
fighting.


